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1

Assignment procedures

1.1

Simulation-based dynamic assignment (SBA)
A new dynamic assignment procedure is available in PTV Visum 16. This assignment
method allows for a more precise representation of congestion effects and delays at
junctions over time. The simulation-based dynamic assignment is characterized by the
following features:
 An iterative procedure that includes the steps: route search; network balancing; network








loading; and the updating of impedances. The iterations stop when the equilibrium
condition, i.e. a pre-defined relative gap, is met.
The assignment considers temporal changes of supply and demand. Demand changes
are represented by time series or a series of matrices. Changes on the supply side can
be modelled using time-varying attributes such as speed and toll.
The network loading process uses of a simulation in which individual vehicles follow
their assigned routes through the network using a simplified car-following model.
As for ICA, the calculation of node impedances takes detailed junction control and
geometry into account. In contrast to ICA however, node impedances are based on the
simulation rather than HCM formulae. Conflicts between different traffic streams are
derived from the junction geometry, and the simulation explicitly considers signal
timings and wait times resulting from gap acceptance rules.
Delays are also caused by congestion and queues. For example; a junction which has
insufficient capacity for a flare may cause the queue to spill back and block other lanes,
resulting in additional wait time and potentially affecting other movements.

Dynamic flow bundles and dynamic skim matrix calculation has been incorporated in to
PTV Visum 16 to support the development, calibration and analysis of SBA models:
 The following figure shows the result of a dynamic link flow bundle, i.e. select link

analysis, with a temporal restriction. The dynamic flow bundle calculation identifies only
those vehicles which enter the specified object within a predefined time interval.
 By using the ‘current time interval’ attribute, users can scroll forward through time
intervals and the trajectories of these vehicles will be automatically updated; displayed
as volume bars in the network.
 Flow bundle matrices by time interval can be extracted.
 The calculation of dynamic skim matrices returns origin-destination information such as
travel time based on departure or arrival times.
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1.2

Computationally optimized variants of headway-based assignment
A new variant of the headway-based assignment has been implemented. This variant
follows the traditional optimal strategy approach by Spies & Florian of 1989. It is an
alternative calculation method to the existing headway-based assignment without
passenger information.
A number of tests with networks of different sizes indicate that run times can be
considerably reduced. Runtimes in our test networks were reduced by 60-70% compared
to the existing method. Due to the differences in the implementation, the results of both
variants differ.
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2

Graphics and handling

2.1

3D display
Users can project their model data in to the 3rd dimension with the all-new 3D network view,
allowing for impressive and intuitive rendering of model results. A flat rendering of the 2D
network helps to keep oriented when navigating around the 3D rendering by mouse
gestures. Several visualization types are provided, with the possibility to open multiple 3D
views simultaneously.

Area-type objects (zones, territories, POIs, etc.) can be used for generating ‘3D prism
graphs’. The polygons of the network objects are extruded to a height scaled by any
numerical attribute. The color of the prisms can be defined either by the typical classification of attribute values, or by a ‘hypsometric’ classification which produces colored height
bands within the prisms.
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In ‘3D bar charts’, data stored for links, connectors and main turns e.g. assignment volumes, are visualized as 3D bars. As for the 3D prisms, bars can be colored either based on
a typical attribute classification, or with height levels across all bars.
It is also possible to use attributes for analysis time intervals, turning the graphic into a 4D
display. The 3D network view is linked with the analysis time interval control, which allows
for the animation of changes over time.
The most interesting viewing perspectives for 3D network views can be saved as named
camera positions. Storyboards can be composed from camera flights between these
perspectives along with changing graphic parameters and object selections. The
storyboards can be replayed at different speeds and recorded as video files.

2.2

Synchronisation
The synchronisation between different views has been redesigned based on the positive
experiences from PTV Vissim 6. Many views such as lists, editors and special displays are
now integrated and follow an overall concept that takes different network object types into
account including those that cannot be selected in the tool window Network. The biggest
change compared to previous versions is that each view determines how it responds to the
selection of network objects in other views.
The synchronisation allows views to communicate with each other, i.e. you can for example
select a lane in the list for lanes. In the junction editor the corresponding node is shown and
the lane highlighted. In the network editor the view is shifted and the upper level network
object is highlighted. Still changing to the network editor windows allows to Multi-edit
selected lanes. If the selection of a network object changes the synchronization is
cancelled.
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The options for synchronisation differ depending on the view. In lists, for example, only two
options exist, namely No synchronisation with other windows and Synchronisation with
other windows: Highlight. For other views like the Schematic line diagram or the Graphical
timetable editor different synchronisation options (Highlight, Highlight with move view, or
Highlight with autozoom) are offered locally.
The network editor differs from other views in that as the synchronisation is always active
offering the three modes of synchronisation with Highlight.

2.3

Grouping and aggregation in path lists
The options of grouping and aggregation are now available in path lists and path lists on
link level for both public and private transport, allows users to perform bespoke analysis. In
the example below, public transport paths are grouped by number of transfers to analyse
the number of trips, average waiting time weighted by the number of OD trips, average fare
etc. depending on the number of transfers per path.
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2.4

Printing
The user interface for defining print settings has been updated. The settings used to be
dispersed across several dialogs (‘Print’, ‘Set print page’, ‘Print area’) and the graphics
parameters. Now all settings are accessible through a single dialog.
This new dialog is available in a similar layout for all printable windows and provides a
dynamic preview of the outcome of the current settings. This also replaces the old print
preview for the network, which was displayed within the network editor. The print area is
indicated in the printable windows when required and can be adjusted interactively using
the mouse.

As before, all settings are stored in the respective graphics parameter files for each
window. In conjunction with the refactoring of the COM-API for graphics parameters (see
4.3), also the API for print settings has been upgraded e.g. by functions for controlling the
print frame and area.
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3

Demand procedures

3.1

Nested demand model
The procedure ‘Nested Demand’ has been integrated in to PTV Visum 16, based on the
‘Nested Demand Model’ Add-In available in previous versions. This procedure offers the
possibility to define demand models of the type Standard-4-step as hierarchical nested logit
models in which the choices of trip distribution, mode choice and macro time period can be
arranged in any hierarchical order.

The Nested demand model has the following characteristics:
 Logsums are calculated and carried up in the hierarchy starting from the bottom level to






the top level.
The model can be run in absolute (synthesis from scratch) or incremental logit (pivot
point) mode.
For doubly-constrained modelling, multiple demand strata (e.g. different person groups
with the same trip purpose) can compete for the same attraction (e.g. jobs), i.e. exhaust
them collectively.
The model can be run in either PA (Production/Attraction) or OD (Origin/Destination)
mode, i.e. the resulting matrices represent round trips or single trips respectively.
Mode choice can be nested, and the procedure can be used for nested mode choice
only, if utilities are given as matrices

The data and parameters are entered in a newly designed procedure dialog with different
tabs in which parameters and output options are defined depending on the model
structures and model definitions. Functionality such as 'copy and paste’, ‘sorting’ and
‘grouping by columns’ assists users to efficiently set up the calculation procedure even for
large models with many demand strata.
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3.2

More flexible calculation of trip generation in the 4-step model
It is now possible to use formulas including TableLookup in the procedure ‘Trip generation’.
This allow for a more flexible definition of trip generation formulae. The corresponding
changes of input data can be restricted to two tables where production and attraction rates,
respectively, are stored.
The following example demonstrates this extended functionality. Let’s assume the
production side of demand stratum Employee with car availability is calculated from three
population groups and the production rates depend on the trip purpose and area type. An
extract of this data is summarised in the following table that can be entered as a POI table
in PTV Visum.
Population group

PopGr

ActPair

AreaTyp

Value

Employee (male)

Empl_M

Home Work

1

0.74

Employee (female)

Empl_F

Home Work

1

0.42

Students

Stud

Home Work

1

0.12

Employee (male)

Empl_M

Home Work

2

0.84

Employee (female)

Empl_F

Home Work

2

0.32

Students

Stud

Home Work

2

0.17

The data for population groups and area type are stored as zonal (user-defined) attributes.
The data of the table above can be entered as POIs of a corresponding category, and for
each combination of population group, activity pair, and area type a production rate is
given. Within the procedure ‘Trip Generation’, the corresponding production rates can be
extracted by using the following TableLookup functions:
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Using this formula, the zonal population data (e.g. EMPL_F) are multiplied by production
rates that are taken from the record of POI table (category 5) that satisfy the following
criteria:
 PopGr for the relevant population group.
 ActPair corresponding to the activity pair of the current demand stratum.
 AreaType corresponding to the area type for the current zone.

Attraction rates can defined and extracted in a similar way.
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Add-Ins, COM and interfaces

4.1

Accessibility
A new Add-In is available for analyzing the accessibility of zones. Scores are calculated
which indicate how well destinations of a specific type can be reached from each zone.
Vice-versa, it may also be used to evaluate the attractiveness of zones for different
activities. Such kind of analysis is often conducted for evaluating the quality of supply for
services such as education, health care or shopping and their accessibility.
This new Add-In considers the spatial distribution of the service facilities, their
characteristics and size (expressed as potentials) and their accessibility by different means
of transport and different user classes.
A transport model developed in PTV Visum provides a perfect foundation for this type of
study:
 Different types of services and their characteristics can be specified as POIs.
 The accessibility by car, bike or public transport can be derived from skim matrices.
 The detailed representation of public transport schedules and the resulting travel- and

waiting times allows for a high level of realism.
 Results are generated as zone attributes which can then be fed into further analysis or

illustrated in maps and tables.
 The Add-In is fully integrated with the procedure sequence and scenario management,
allowing for batch analysis of multiple indicators or settings.
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4.2

Interfaces

4.2.1

Extensions for the OSM import
The OSM importer has been extended to allow a pure, abstract public transport network
from the data to be extracted without trying to reconstruct the detailed line itineraries. This
network – which is similar to the networks resulting from other sources such as GTFS,
Hafas or VDV – can then be merged into a road network using the ‘Import PuT network
from Visum’ tool.
Previously, when importing public transport data from OSM, results were sometimes
unsatisfactory due to the permissive data model of OSM which allows for various
approaches to coding public transport data.
The itineraries generated may not exactly reproduce the original OSM data, but they are
usually more plausible mappings to the road network. In most cases, this results in fewer
data being dropped and more complete networks getting imported.

Integrated import using Visum 15

4.2.2

2-step import using Visum 16

Passenger survey
Passenger surveys are an essential element to model or validate public transport demand.
The on-board survey module can be used to clean and complement trip-based passenger
information. PTV Visum 16 contains a number of enhancements to this module, which
subsequently becomes even more powerful for processing e-Ticket data.
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 The procedure of plausibilization of survey data has been multithreaded so that the

computation time is reduced significantly. The runtime now scales with the available
cores.
 Additional properties of survey data can now be imported as user-defined attributes
which can be used to influence further processing steps such as the plausibility check.
 The survey line name is now only an optional specification in the survey data set. The
processing of check in/out data is therefore much simpler.
 The departure day of the survey leg may now be specified by calendar date and does
need to be matched to the model calendar in advance.

4.2.3

Updates and improvements for other interfaces
 The Add-In for importing network and timetable data from GTFS (General Transit Feed)

has been extended. Until now, only the minimum required set of attributes was imported into the Visum network. Now, all present columns – either additional values
defined in the specification, or project-specific extensions – can be imported as userdefined attributes into Visum.
 When line routes are completed during (additional) network reading, it is now possible to
skip line route elements with non-existing base objects (e.g. missing nodes or stop
points). Any further records pointing to this data are also skipped, but unrelated parts
are imported. This facilitates transferring data between variants of the same network.

 The VDV 452 import and export procedures now better handle external key values. This

facilitates the bi-directional exchange of data with other systems.

4.3

Changes to the COM-API
New COM functions
 Fare zones can now be created and deleted through COM as for other object types
 The functionality for intersecting attributes is now accessible through COM:

Visum.Net.IntersectAttributes
 Information about available licenses, license servers and dongles can now be queried
through Visum.LicenseManager.
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Relocation of I/O related functions
In order to provide a clearer structure to the COM-API, many functions related to reading
and writing of files have been relocated from IVisum to the new object IVisum.IO.
Scripts using these functions may need to be adjusted. The more frequently used functions
related to version files and network files are supplementary still available at the old location
in order to preserve compatibility.
Handling of enumeration types
The internal representation of enumeration types (Enums) which are used to define the
discrete values allowed for specific attributes or as arguments to COM methods (e.g.
ShortestPathCriterionT ShortestPathCriterion_LinkLength) has been
refactored and unified. The unification requires some changes to type and value names,
but the numerical values and their semantics remain unchanged. As another consequence
of the unifications, almost all attributes and methods using these enumeration types will
now return their numerical values, whereas formerly there was a mixture of numerical
values and string literals being returned by different items. Therefore, some scripts may
eventually need to be adapted to the new return values or type names.
COM-API and XML format for graphics parameters
Similar to the enumeration types, also the internal represenation of graphics parameters
has been revised. Now all graphics parameters and the printing parameters are accessible
through COM. This redesign includes many changes to the related COM-API and the
structure of the graphics parameters XML files (*.gpax). Scripts using these functions may
need to be adjusted to the new API structure and signatures.
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5

Technical changes and removal of functionality

5.1

Removal of functionality
Procedure 'Nested mode choice‘
The procedure 'Nested mode choice' has been removed. Hierarchical options in mode
choice can be modelled using the new procedure 'Nested demand' (see chapter 3.1). Data
read from previous versions must be adjusted manually.
Procedure 'Matrix operation'
The procedure 'Matrix operation' has been removed because the functionality is fully
covered by formulas. When reading files from previous release versions the procedures are
converted to formulas. The use of formulas can change results in some cases because the
user preferences for 'Matrix editor' are considered in formulas.
Procedure 'Edit Matrix‘ and muuli-log-files
The procedure ‘Edit Matrix' has been removed. Subsequently, muuli-log-files cannot be
used within PTV Visum anymore. When reading files from previous release versions the
procedure 'Combination of matrices and vectors’ is created, which then needs to be edited
by the user manually.
Binary procedure parameters
In the previous releases, storage of procedure parameters to XML has been established
successively for all procedures. With the completion of this process, the legacy binary file
format (*.par) has become obsolete and is no longer offered as an option for storing procedure parameters. In order to preserve compatibility, existing *.par files can of course still be
read without restrictions.
Muuli / ScriptMuuli
The remaining artifacts of the legacy matrix editor Muuli and the related file formats and
COM-APIs have been removed. The built-in matrix editor now only supports the XML
format for providing parameters to the aggregation/disaggregation tools for external
matrices and the projection by territory tool, legacy *.cod files are no longer supported. The
same applies for providing classifcation intervals to the matrix histogram and TFlowFuzzy,
where the *.cod format has been replaced completely by *.att files. The procedure ‘Edit
matrix’ which could be used to apply Muuli-log-files (*.mlg) to Visum matrices has been
removed. When reading procedure sequences containing this procedure, it is replaced by a
procedure ‘Combination of matrices and vectors’ without a formula specification. Thus,
such procedures can not be executed without further editing.
Furthermore, the method IVisum.MatrixEditor, which provided an instance of the
legacy ScriptMuuli matrix editing library has been removed. ScriptMuuli can now only be
used as a detached COM-object created using the ProgID "VISUM16.ScriptMuuli.1"
(e.g. in VBA with CreateObject("VISUM16.ScriptMuuli.1"). When using Python,
we recommend to rewrite ScriptMuuli-based code into new forms using the numpy-library
for high performance numerics.
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5.2

License management and CodeMeter Runtime
The CodeMeter Runtime shipped with PTV Visum has been updated to the most recent
version CodeMeter 6.20. Besides providing a new user interface for the WebAdmin tool,
this does not affect the operation of your systems.
For the license management of more complex installations, e.g. multi-user access to a
system through Remote Desktop Services, a centralized license selection mode for all
users of the system can now be enforced. The mode can be controlled through the
separate 'PTV Visum License Administrator' tool. If it is active, the individual license
selection by the users is always overridden. Furthermore, a new command line switch ‘-L’
allows to specify a license configuration file to be used, e.g. in order to define different
desktop shortcuts for different license settings.
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